
  REPORT ON THE  
“AS A PEACE LOVING GLOBAL CITIZEN” 
EVENT 
Essay Competition & 5th Anniversary of New 
Tirana CARP branch 
 

After two months of preparations we finally could organize the event in 

honor of True Father’s 100th and True Mother’s 77th anniversary. We are 

happy to report that we had a great participation. It is always overwhelming 

to see other people, non-members to be impressed by True Parent’s life and 

the mission of YSP and W-CARP. Almost 160 people joined our event and 

enjoyed our great program. 

 

The event was moderated by our two amazing MC’s, Ardit Matraku and 

Besiko Llaha who both kept a really enthusiastic attitude. 
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ARTISTIC PROGRAM 

Something that really made our event unforgettable, were the performances. 

While we were preparing for the event, we were really trying to find talented 

people who could perform in our event. All of the performers were very 

professional and everyone loved the performances. 

We had some Albanian folk and also modern singing and dancing, someone 

who played the piano, two solos of violins, an opera performance and also a 

recital. 
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Celebration of the 5th Anniversary of NEW Tirana CARP 
New Tirana CARP branch was opened on February 2015 and of course we 

had to celebrate it. The first part of the celebration was a Gratitude Ceremony 

where the pioneers and the others who helped in opening this center were 

awarded a certificate and a gift to show the gratitude and appreciation for 

their work and contribution. We were happy to have in the audience two of 

the pioneers, Mrs. Majlinda Ziko who was the center leader as well for some 

years and Mr. Agron Pacolli. They shared some words about their experience 

with the audience. 
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Then we continued with a proper celebration with a cake and it was great to 

see that even the participants easily joined our celebrations and were singing 

Happy Birthday to CARP and also were wishing CARP many years ahead. 

 

We are very grateful to Heavenly Parent, to True Parents and to all brothers 

and sisters for these 5 years. It is good that each anniversary passing we are 

growing in number and we hope to continue like this. 
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Essay Competition 

A very important part of the event was the Essay Competition based on True 

Father’s autobiography. There were 40 applicants who read the book and 

sent us their essays. We were very touched by some essays and impressed 

that some people could really understand True Father’s mission and how 

important his teachings are. It was very hard to pick a winner. 

There were to categories, one for university students and for high school 

students and each category had three winners, so in total six winners. The 

third place were awarded a all-paid DP workshop that we are going to have 

on March. The second place were awarded a gift and the first place were 

awarded 200$. 
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This is a photo of some of the members of New Tirana Center. 

We hope we can bring success and victory in God’s providence in Albania and 

we hope we can resemble True Parents and make them proud. 

We greet you with this report and we wish you all the best! 

God bless you! 
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